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Association behavior of binary polymer mixtures under elongational flow
Elena E. Dormidontovaa) and Gerrit ten Brinke
Department of Polymer Chemistry, University of Groningen, 9747 AG Groningen, The Netherlands

~Received 31 March 2000; accepted 19 June 2000!

The influence of elongational flow on the association behavior of binary mixtures of functionalized
polymers capable of forming single reversible orientationally dependent bonds, such as hydrogen
bonds, is studied analytically. Applying a mean-field approach with an external potential
representing the effect of the elongational flow, the orientation distribution functions for the
dumbbell model and the freely jointed model of a polymer chain were obtained. Two opposite
factors determine the association of ‘‘linear’’ diblock copolymerlike chains: the unfavorable extra
stretching under flow of associated polymer chains and the favorable orientation of the chains
~segments! along the flow direction. The former dominates and the fraction of associated ‘‘linear’’
chains decreases with increasing flow rate. For mixtures of polymers which are capable of forming
associated T-chains, the association also decreases, however, more slowly, and this time due to
unfavorable orientational effects. If the formation of associated linear and T-polymers as well as
complex linear/T-polymers is possible, a strong preference for the formation of associated T-chains
is found. At high flow rates any type of association becomes unfavorable. ©2000 American
Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~00!50135-4#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Polymer blends consisting of associated one-end fu
tionalyzed polymers have become the subject of several
perimental and theoretical investigations recently.1–6 The
phase behavior of mixtures of two homopolymers carryin
functional group at one end and capable of forming ass
ated diblock copolymer-like chains combines features
both homopolymer blends and block copolymer melts.1–8 In
what follows we will consider reversible orientationally d
pendent association such as hydrogen bonding,9,10 where a
bond between donor and acceptor groups can arise
when they are at the correct orientation with respect to e
other ~Fig. 1!.9 This implies a loss of orientational entrop
as will be discussed below. Since the relative energetic g
for association varies with temperature, the total contribut
of both energetic and entropic factors leads to a strong t
perature dependence of the degree of association.11,12 As a
result, hydrogen bonded polymer systems exhibit charac
istic phenomena, such as the reappearance of the stabl
mogeneous phase for decreasing temperatures.7,8,10–15 The
association and hence the phase behavior of such poly
blends may become even more intriguing if some exter
field ~such as a flow field! capable of changing the associ
tion rate is applied. The effect of an external elongatio
~flow! field on the association behavior of a mixture of on
end functionalyzed associating polymers is the subject of
present analytical investigation. The discussion will be li
ited to functional groups that can participate in a single
sociation only~cf. Fig. 1!.

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed; Present ad
Department of Chemical Engineering and Materials Science, Universit
Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN 55455;
electronic mail: elendorm@cems.umn.edu
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Reversible association of many polymers~surfactants!
into long ‘‘linear’’ chains16–18 or networks19 in the absence
of flow has been studied in detail. Some rheological prop
ties of these polymer systems have also been addressed20–24

however the investigations concern mainly general mac
scopic properties, rather than the association behavio
individual chains. The influence of flow fields on phase b
havior of ordinary polymer solutions and polymer blen
has been studied in detail both theoretically a
experimentally.25–33A complex interplay has been found be
tween the thermodynamic incompatibility of the compone
and the compatibilizing/separating tendency driven by
difference in elastic~hydrodynamic! properties of the chains
The combined effect of these two does not seem to hav
universal character~at least at small or intermediate flow
rates! and may lead to both mixing and demixing effec
depending on the particular polymer system, type of flo
and angle of observation.

The effect of flow on block copolymer melts~solution!
has also a complex character.34–41By varying the flow rate it
is possible to manipulate the orientation as well as to fo
phase transitions between different ordered structures. F
may also promote or hinder separating tendencies depen
on the system composition, chain~block! lengths, and so on
Rheological properties of hydrogen bonded21–24,42and other
types of associated polymer systems20,43–47 attracted much
attention recently. Because of the complexity of the behav
of associated polymer systems even in the absence of fl
the analysis of the rheological properties is an interesti
but formidable task.

In the present article we will limit ourselves by consi
ering only the influence of an external elongational~flow!
field on the association behavior under steady state co
tions. We will analyze the behavior of binary blends of re
tively short chains, so that any entanglement effects may

ess:
f

4 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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4815J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 113, No. 11, 15 September 2000 Association under elongational flow
ignored. To analyze the association behavior we will appl
mean field approach in which the influence of the flow w
be accounted for by the corresponding external potential
ing on the chains~the hydrodynamic resistance of segme
is supposed to be the same for both chains!. We will consider
relatively small flow rates assuming that there is a quasie
librium in the polymer system at some chosen flow rate,
that no hysteresis or ‘‘prehistory’’ effects will be taken in
account.

To analyze the influence of flow on the association ra
it is necessary to take into account two important effec
chain elongation and chain orientation. Elongation and ov
all orientation of polymer chains under flow has been stud
in detail experimentally,48–53 theoretically,54–58 and by com-
puter simulations.59–61 Some of the theoretical approach
developed will be applied in the present article for estimat
the entropy loss accompanying elongation~orientation! of a
polymer chain. First, we will derive the results for a simp
dumbbell model and then generalize it to a more reali
freely jointed chain model~assuming, however, that th
elongation occurs homogeneously along the chain!. The ori-
entation distribution function for chain segments will be c
culated. Then, we will obtain an expression for the asso
tion constant in the presence of an external flow field
‘‘linear’’ associated chains as well as for T-polymers a
finally, we will discuss mixtures where ‘‘linear,’
T-polymers, as well as complex linear/T-polymers can
formed.

II. MODEL

We will consider a solvent-free binary mixture of ho
mopolymersA and B. For the first case considered, ea
polymer ~A andB! carries an associative group at one of
ends, allowing only ‘‘linear’’A2B complex formation~Fig.
1!. The chemical nature and length of theA- andB-polymer
can be different, but we will assume that the hydrodynam
resistance of the segments is the same for both chains.
thermore, the chain lengths are assumed to be smaller
the characteristic entanglement lengthNe . The association is
assumed to take place via orientationally dependent inte
tions, such as hydrogen bonding. If the value of the an
between the two segments next to the donor and acce
groups,w, ~Fig. 1! is larger than some critical valueD no
bond can be formed. The value of this critical angle depe
on the nature of the donor and acceptor groups.~In average9

for hydrogen bonding this value is of the order of 3p/4.!
Besides the formation of ‘‘linear’’ polymer chains via sing
association of two homopolymers, we will discuss also

FIG. 1. Schematic picture of associated~hydrogen bonded! ‘‘linear’’
polymers.
Downloaded 15 Dec 2005 to 129.125.25.39. Redistribution subject to AIP
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influence of chain architecture on the association rate c
stant, e.g., the formation of associated T-polymers.

The association constant is in fact a quasiequilibriu
quantity since formation/rupture of hydrogen bonds~or other
type of reversible bonds! is a fast process which is practicall
independent of the sample history. As we will show belo
the association constant depends strongly on the chain ex
sion. The latter can of course depend on the history of
sample, however as long as we deal with elastic~reversible!
deformations and relatively short polymer chains~with N
,Ne) characterized by quick relaxation kinetics, ‘‘history
effects can be neglected and the polymer system under e
gational flow can be modelled as a quasiequilibrium syst
experiencing the influence of an external potential field.
course, such treatment has a limited applicability since
cannot be applied to nonpotential flows such as shear fl
However, this simple approach provides information ab
the most general qualitative features of associating poly
blends which may serve as a starting point for understand
of associating~hydrogen bonding! polymer systems sub
jected to shear flow.

For a three-dimensional elongational flow with longit
dinal gradient

vo5g~2x/2,2y/2, z! ~1!

the external potentialU(u,r ) acting on a polymer chain ofN
monomer units~Kuhn segments! has the form26

U~u,r !5
F~u,r !

D
.

gr 2Nj

4kT
~123 cos2 u!, ~2!

whereD is the diffusion coefficient for a chainD.kT/Nz,62

andz is the friction coefficient per monomer unit~segment!,
which is supposed to be the same for both chains. In Eq.~2!
we have taken into account that the potentialU(u,r ) is con-
nected~through the hydrodynamic resistance of a chain
the flow! with the scalar potentialF(vo52¹F),

F5
gr 2

4
~123 cos2 u!. ~3!

Because of the symmetry created by elongational flo
spherical coordinates @x5r cosc sinu, y5r sinc sinu,
z5r cosu, u being the angle between the direction along t
chain and the flow direction~z axis!# are the obvious choice
to characterize the behavior of the polymer system.

We will start our analysis by considering the chain elo
gation due to the external elongational~flow! field. First we
will ‘‘justify’’ our approach based on a free energy analys
by considering a simple dumbbell model of a polymer cha
deriving the well known result for the orientation distributio
function obtained before by Peterlin by solving the diffusi
equation.54 Then, we will generalize this approach to th
freely jointed model~in the limit of homogeneous elonga
tion! and use these results for the analysis of the associa
properties.

A. Dumbbell model

In the dumbbell model a polymer chain is described
an elastic dumbbell with length equal to the radius of gy
tion of the chain,R. A melt of dumbbells can be treated in
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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similar way as a melt of liquid crystalline polymers.63–66The
polymer chain~dumbbell! is characterized by the distributio
functionP(u,R) denoting the probability to find a chain wit
radius of gyrationR oriented at angleu with respect to thez
axis

E P~u,R!dV51. ~4!

This distribution function can be derived from a free ener
analysis. The free energy~per polymer chain! in the presence
of the external~flow! field can be presented in the form

f 5 f orient1 f flow1 f el , ~5!

where f orient is the free energy describing the entropy lo
due to orientation~elongation!, f flow is the free energy con
nected with the external field, andf el is the elastic free en
ergy. In Eq.~5! we take into account only those terms th
depend onP(u,R).

As for liquid crystalline polymers,63–66 the free energy
accounting for the entropy loss due to chain orientation
elongation,f orient, can be written in the form

f orient5E P~u,R!ln@CoP~u,R!#dV, ~6!

whereCo is the normalization coefficient~which will be dis-
cussed further on!. The free energyf flow connected with the
external orientational potential fieldU(u), has the form63–66

f flow5E P~u,R!U~u,R!dV. ~7!

The elastic free energy,f el , can be presented as

f el5E 3

2
E~Ȳ!

R2

Ro
2 P~u,R!dV, ~8!

whereY[R/L is the extension (L5Nl is the contour length
of the polymer chain! andE(Y) is defined by

E~Y!5
L21~Y!

3Y
;H 113Y2/51... Y→0

1/3Y~12Y! Y→1,
~9!

where L21 is the inverse Langevin function@L(u)
5coth(u)21/u#. In Eq. ~8! the standard assumption thatE

depends only on the average radius of gyrationR̄, is applied.
Minimization of the free energy Eq.~5! with respect to

the distribution functionP(u,R) in the absence of flow re
sults in the standard Gaussian function

P~u,R!5S 3E

2p D 3/2

Ro
23 expS 2

3E

2

R2

Ro
2D , ~10!

whereRo is the average radius of gyration for a Gauss
chain (5N1/2l ). The distribution function is obviously inde
pendent of angle variables. Hence, in the absence of flow
polymer chain has a Gaussian conformation~as is expected
for melts!, f el1 f orient50 and the normalization coefficien
Co is equal to (2pRo

2/3E)3/2.
In the presence of an elongational flow field the result

the free energy minimization is
Downloaded 15 Dec 2005 to 129.125.25.39. Redistribution subject to AIP
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P~u,R!5S 3E

2pRo
2D 3/2S 11

b

ED S 122
b

ED 1/2

3expH 2
3E

2Ro
2 R22

gR2

4D
~123 cos2 u!J , ~11!

where

b5
gRo

2

6D
5g

z l 2

6kT
N2 ~12!

is the dimensionless parameter accounting for both the fl
rate and the characteristic chain relaxation time~chain resis-
tance to the flow!.

Integration over all possible values of the radius of g
ration gives the distribution functionP(u) depending on
chain orientation only

P~u![E P~u,R!R2dR

5
1

4p
~11b/E!~122b/E!1/2

3@11b~123 cos2 u!/E#23/2. ~13!

The average radius of gyration for a polymer chain subjec
to flow can also be obtained from the orientation distributi
function

R25E R2P~u,R!dV5Ro
2 ~E2b!

~E1b!~E22b!
. ~14!

The chain extensionR̄/Ro is presented in Fig. 2 as
function of flow rate b. The chain extension depend
strongly on both chain length and flow rate. The stronger
flow rate, the larger the extension. Furthermore, for a giv
flow rate longer polymer chains turn out to be more elo
gated~and oriented! than shorter chains. This effect plays a
essential role in the process of chain association as we
see below.

FIG. 2. ExtensionR̄/Ro vs flow rate for polymer chains of different length
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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4817J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 113, No. 11, 15 September 2000 Association under elongational flow
As expected, the results for the chain distribution fun
tion @Eq. ~11!# and the average end-to-end distance@Eq. ~14!#
reproduce the results of Peterlin54 for the dumbbell model
obtained by solving a diffusion equation@Eq. ~7! in Ref. 54#.
This fact confirms that the free energy analysis applied
effective in describing quasiequilibrium steady state prop
ties of a polymer system under flow, which strictly speaki
is a kinetic rather than a thermodynamic problem.

B. Orientation distribution function for a freely jointed
chain

In the previous section we obtained the distribution fun
tion and estimated the extension for the polymer chain a
whole by treating the chain as a dumbbell with end-to-e
distance equal to the radius of gyration~along the principal
axis of the chain! of the real chain. This model is suitable fo
studying the overall characteristics of the chain, but it can
provide the details of the chain conformations necessary
an accurate analysis of the association properties. To ge
formation about the local orientation of chain segments
more detailed model of a polymer chain such as the fre
jointed model ~with a segment length equal to the Kuh
length l of the real chain! is required.

We can write the free energy@depending now on the
segment distribution functionPseg(u)# as

F f j5 f field* 1 f orient* , ~15!

where f field* describes the elastic free energy connected w
the action of the external potential~flow! field and f orient* is
the free energy accounting for the entropy loss due to ch
orientation and elongation.

The influence of flow on the orientation of chain se
ments is rather complex and manifests itself mainly in
indirect way. Indeed, if we would be dealing with a blend
disconnected segments the potential acting on segm
could be written as before:Uflow* 5(g l 2j/4kT)(123 cos2 u).
For segments jointed into a chain, the potential is obviou
different. Under the influence of flow the polymer chain b
comes oriented and elongated. The chain stretching~orienta-
tion! occurs actually through segment orientation.67 Hence,
the orientational potential experienced by each segmen
the freely jointed chain is in fact defined by the stretchi
force ~being in equilibrium with an elastic force! acting on
the chain as a whole. Since chain stretching occurs inho
geneously~the middle of the chain being more stretched th
the chain tails!,57 the potential may also depend on the po
tion of a segment along the chain.

However, since we are mainly interested in chain av
aged characteristics of segments, we shall make some
plifying assumptions. First, we will neglect the effect of i
homogeneity of the chain extension which will make t
orientation function independent of the position of a segm
along the chain.~This assumption is similar to the affin
deformation approximation in the theory of viscoelastici
i.e., it may work reasonably well only for small stress a
hence deformations,Y!1). Second, instead of considerin
the potential for each individual chain~having radius of gy-
ration R! and further averaging over all possible segm
orientations, we will make a ‘‘mean-fieldlike’’ approxima
Downloaded 15 Dec 2005 to 129.125.25.39. Redistribution subject to AIP
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tion assuming that there is some average potential acting
the segments of all chains of the same length independe
the conformation of the chain.~The limitations inflicted by
this approximation will be discussed later.! This averaged
potential is actually the potential acting on the segments
chain with average radius of gyrationR̄ at steady state. The
value of the steady state radius of gyrationR̄ ~or the exten-
sion Y for a chain! can be estimated from analytical consi
erations such as Eq.~14! or taken from experimental data. I
the case of elongational flow stretching occurs mainly
flow ~z! direction. The maximal orientational potential is e
perienced by a segment with orientation perpendicular
flow while no orientational field is acting on a segme
aligned along the flow

Ust5 f chainl ~12cosu!

53
R̄E~R̄!

Ro
2 l ~12cosu!

5a~12cosu! for 0<u<p/2, ~16!

Ust5a~11cosu! for p/2<u<p ~17!

with

a53
R̄E~R̄!

L
[3ȲE, ~18!

where f chain is the stretching force being in equilibrium wit
an elastic force.~Strictly speaking, if the chain is relatively
short then there is an ‘‘initial stretching potential’’Ust

0

;Ro /L;N21/2. In this case to define the potential due
flow effects only, we should consider the differenceDUst

5Ust2Ust
0 .)

It is worth while to emphasize that the dependence of
potential on the flow rate is included in the values ofR̄ and
E(R̄) assuming that there is a direct dependence between
flow rate g and the steady state radius of gyrationR̄. Of
course, in reality some hysteresis effect may take place a
polymer chain recovering after experiencing strong flow c
have a larger radius of gyration than during the ‘‘direc
elongation by flow. Since association occurs very quic
~i.e., the characteristic time for association/dissociation
much smaller than the characteristic relaxation time fo
chain! the association rate will be dependent~in our approxi-
mation! on the steady state chain extension rather than on
real flow rate.

Thus, the contribution to the free energy connected w
the chain extension is given by

f field* 5NE Pseg~u!Ust~u!dV. ~19!

The free energy accounting for the entropy loss of a chain
N freely jointed segments due to chain orientation and el
gation, f orient* , can be written in the form63–65

f orient* 5NE Pseg~u!ln@4pPseg~u!#dV. ~20!
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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Minimization of the free energy taking into account th
normalization condition forPseg(u) @*Pseg(u)dV51# leads
to the following expressions forPseg(u):

Pseg~u!5
1

4p

a

~expa21!
exp~a cosu! for 0<u

<p/2,

Pseg~u!5
1

4p

a

~expa21!
exp~2a cosu!

for p/2<u<p. ~21!

For strong flow, whena@1, Pseg(u) assumes the Gaussia
form66

Pseg~u!5
a

4p
expS 2

a

2
u2D for 0<u<p/2,

~22!

Pseg~u!5
a

4p
expS 2

a

2
~p2u!2D for p/2<u<p.

The normalization of the latter expressions is not exact,
prefactora/4p should actually bea/4p@12exp(2p2 a/8)#,
i.e., exponentially small terms have been omitted.

The orientation distribution functionPseg(u) is shown in
Fig. 3 for different flow rates. With increasing flow rate th
polymer chain assumes a more extended conformation~Fig.
2! implying a stronger orientation for the chain segments.
discussed above, the assumptions made do not allow u
predict explicitly the orientation distribution function fo
segments, rather it gives an average picture of their al
ment along the flow.

The influence of chain length on the orientation distrib
tion function for segments is illustrated in Fig. 4. Intuitive
one might expect the segment orientation of longer chain
be somewhat smaller than that for shorter chains, since
ments of longer chains obviously have more freedom to
sume any orientation compatible with the overall chain e
to-end distance and orientation. However, longer polym

FIG. 3. Orientation distribution function for segments of chain contain
25 segments at different flow rates.
Downloaded 15 Dec 2005 to 129.125.25.39. Redistribution subject to AIP
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chains turn out to be elongated to a much larger extent t
shorter chains, which actually leads to a stronger orienta
of segments belonging to a long chain compared to a s
chain.

The increase of the free energy~per segment! under flow
can be estimated through the entropy loss for segment or
tation $by substitution ofPseg(u) @Eqs. ~21!,~22!# into the
free energy Eq.~15! and dividing byN%:

D f seg5 ln$a/@12exp~2a!#%

.H ln~11a!.a for a→0

ln a for a@1.
~23!

While for the Gaussian form ofPseg(u) this is

D f seg5 ln$a/@12exp~2ap2/8!#%. ln a for a@1.
~24!

The dependence on chain length and flow rate is included
parametera @Eq. ~18!#.

III. ASSOCIATION UNDER ELONGATIONAL FLOW

In the absence of an external flow field the free energy
a mixture of polymers associating via a reversible orien
tionally dependent interaction can be presented in the fo

Fo5~NA2NAB!ln
~NA2NAB!v

eV

1~NB2NAB!ln
~NB2NAB!v

eV
1NAB ln

NABv
eV

1xNANA

NBNBv
V

2E E NAB~u,c,u8,c8!FAB~u,c,u8,c!dVdV8,

~25!

FIG. 4. Orientation distribution function for segments of chains of differe
length at flow rateb/N250.001.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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4819J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 113, No. 11, 15 September 2000 Association under elongational flow
whereNA , NB , and NAB are the number of free polyme
chains of kindA, B, and hydrogen bondedAB-chains andv
is the volume per monomer unit.

The first three terms in Eq.~25! correspond to the trans
lational entropy of freeA-chains, freeB-chains, and hydro-
gen bondedAB-chains, respectively. The fourth term d
scribes the volume interactions in the system withx the
Flory–Huggins interaction parameter. The last term in E
~25! is related to the free energy change due to orientatio
dependent association~hydrogen bonding!. As discussed
above, the free energy of association strongly depends on
orientation of donor and acceptor groups, hence, in gener
is a function of these angles,FAB(u,c,u8,c8). The number
of corresponding hydrogen bonded chains~having ‘‘donor
segment’’ oriented at anglesu and c, and ‘‘acceptor seg-
ment’’ oriented at anglesu8 and c8) is denoted by
NAB(u,c,u8,c8). The total number of hydrogen bonde
chains in the system is

NAB5E E NAB~u,c,u8,c8!dVdV8, ~26!

where dV(dV8) is an element of space angle related
anglesu, c (u8,c8).

In the presence of an external elongational~flow! field,
the free energy of the system can be written as

F5Fo1~NA2NAB!F f j
A 1~NB2NAB!F f j

B 1NABF f j
AB ,

~27!

whereFo is the free energy of the mixture in the absence
flow @Eq. ~25!# andF f j

I is the free energy of a freely jointe
chain of sortI (I 5A,B,AB) under external flow, discusse
in Sec. II @Eq. ~15!#. The free energy of a mixture of assoc
ating polymers under flow is a complex function of the nu
ber density of associated chains and the orientation distr
tion functions for segments~contributing F f j

I ). Since these
variables can be considered as independent ones, the
mization will lead to a set of decoupled equations for t
orientation distribution functions for segments of fr
A-chains, freeB-chains, and associatedAB-chains, except for
the segments next to the donor/acceptor groups of the a
ciated chains. The orientation distribution function for the
segments is coupled with the number of associated ch
through the free energy per associationFAB(u,c,u8,c8).
The orientation distribution functions for segments of fr
A-chains, freeB-chains, and associatedAB-chains~except for
the segments next to the donor/acceptor groups! are de-
scribed by Eqs.~21! and ~22!. It is important to remembe
that the parametera characterizing the degree of segme
orientation depends on the steady state radius of gyra
~extension! of the chains, and hence, it is different for chai
of different length at the same flow rate or for the sa
chains at different flow rates.

As we discussed above, the effective free energy
proach has limited applicability as it can be used only
potential flows. In addition, the approach cannot be app
when there are strong fluctuations in the velocity field ab
the average flow. Therefore we cannot expect our mode
work well for the polymer blends with a large fraction o
long chains~original or associated! under strong flow. Nei-
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ther the strong fluctuations created by the flow nor the
volvement of shorter chains in the stretching process exp
encing by the longer chains can be accounted in a pro
way in the framework of the present approach. Thus, we w
mainly deal with the polymer blends with a dominant fra
tion of short chains~which can be considered as an oligom
solvent! under relatively weak flow,gt[b,1, where our
model is expected to work the best.

Minimization of the free energyF with respect to the
fraction of associated polymer chainsNAB leads to the fol-
lowing equation

NAB

V
5Kass

~NA2NAB!

V

~NB2NAB!v
V

3EEexp$FAB~u,c,u8,c8!%Pseg
AB~u!Pseg

AB~u8!dVdV8,

~28!

where we use the results of minimization over the orientat
distribution function for segments of freeA-chains, free
B-chains, and associatedAB-chains ~except for segments
next to donor/acceptor groups of associated chains!.

In Eq. ~28! we have introduced the association const
Kass which characterizes the influence of flow on the as
ciation of polymers resulting from the difference in exte
sion rates for associated and nonassociated polymers

Kass5exp@NAD f seg
A 1NBD f seg

B 2~NA1NB!D f seg
AB#, ~29!

whereD f seg
I is the free energy loss per elongation~orienta-

tion! of a polymer chain of sortI (I 5A,B,AB). An expres-
sion for D f seg

I has been calculated in the previous sectio
Eqs.~23! and ~24!.

For orientationally independent associatio
@FAB(u,c,u8,c8)5const# the influence of the external flow
field is described entirely by the association constantKass. In
the absence of flowKass51. If the segment orientation~or
chain extension! for associated chains would have been t
same as that for the nonassociated homopolymer cha
there would be no additional factors influencing the asso
tion. However, as discussed in the previous section, at
same flow rate the segment orientation and elongation
longer polymer chains is considerably stronger than tha
shorter chains. Consequently, the penalty for segment or
tation ~and chain elongation! of an associated chain excee
that of the two initial homopolymer chains, which leads to
decrease of the association constant in comparison to
initial state~in the absence of flow!.

The dependence of the association constantKass on the
flow rate (b/NI

2) is presented in Fig. 5 for several binar
mixtures of homopolymer chains of different length, all lea
ing to formation of associated chains of the same length.
minimum value of Kass corresponds to a mixture of ho
mopolymers of the same lengthNA5NB550. For a mixture
of homopolymers of similar length, i.e.,NA.NB , the asso-
ciated chain is twice as large as the original chains and th
is a considerable entropy loss for allNA1NB segments. In
the same picture the extension for associated and nonas
ated chains withNA5NB550 is presented as well. A com
parison of the chain extension shows that the associ
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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chains become already considerably stretched at flow r
where the original homopolymer chains are still practica
unperturbed by the flow. As a result, each segment of
associated chain loses entropy and the association con
Kass decreases rapidly as the associated chain adop
stretched conformation. Since under elongational flow
transition of the chain to a practically completely stretch
conformation occurs in a relatively narrow flow rate interv
the association constantKassalso decreases steeply~to prac-
tically zero! in a relatively small range of flow rates.

The larger the difference in length of the homopolym
chains, the larger the association constantKass ~Fig. 5!. The
physical reason for this effect is clear. If the length of o
chain is much smaller than that of the other, e.g.,NB!NA ,
the associated chain will be only slightly larger than t
A-chain. Hence, the entropy loss due to additional orienta
~and chain elongation! will be large only for theNB seg-
ments of the associated chain, while theNA segments will
lose only a relatively small amount of entropy.

When the strength of the association depends on the
tual orientation of donor and acceptor groups, there is
additionalFAB(u,c,u8,c8) dependent factor in Eq.~28!. In
generalFAB(u,c,u8,c8) changes smoothly with the mutua
orientation of the donor and acceptor groups. However, s
the functional dependence is influenced strongly by the
ture of the hydrogen bond and is different for different typ
of donor–acceptor groups, we will assume a simple step-
function

FAB~u,c,u8,c8!5H H

T
if w<D

0 if w.D,

~30!

i.e., we will assume an equal probability of hydrogen bo
formation if the angle between donor and acceptor groupw,
is smaller thanD and no hydrogen bonding otherwise. Th
Eq. ~28! can be rewritten in the following form:

FIG. 5. Kassand extensionR̄/Ro for polymer mixtures of different compo-
sition ~with length of associated chainsNA1NB5100) vs flow rateb/N2.
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NAB

V
5K

~NA2NAB!

V

~NB2NAB!v
V

; K[KoKassKor ,

~31!

where

Kor5E E
w<D

Pseg
AB~u!Pseg

AB~u8!dVdV8, ~32!

Ko5exp~H/T!. ~33!

In the absence of an external~flow! field the orientation
of segments is isotropic,Pseg

AB(u)51/4p. Then, the integral
Eq. ~32! is

Kor
o 5

12cosD

2
. ~34!

If D5p, i.e., the association is angle independe
Kor

o 51. In the opposite limit, when association is possib
only in the very narrow angle rangeD→0, the probability of
association becomes very smallKor

o .D2/4→0.
Since in the absence of an external flow fieldKass51,

the association constant is defined by the productKoKor
o , i.e.,

Kug505KoKor
o 5

12cosD

2
exp~H/T!. ~35!

A dependence of hydrogen bonding on the mutual o
entation of donor and acceptor groups implies an entr
loss upon hydrogen bonding,S @cf. Eqs.~4! and ~9! of Ref.
11#. The physical reason is that for polymer chains to
hydrogen bonded their segments next to the donor and
ceptor groups should keep the correct orientation with
spect to each other. In Eq.~31! the entropy loss for hydrogen
bonding is accounted for byKor , which is just another form
of describing the same physical effect. So that the entr
loss S for hydrogen bonding, used as a parameter in
previous papers,11,12 depends on the nature of hydroge
bonding through the value of the critical angleD as

S52 ln Kor . ~36!

In the absence of flow, whenKor5Kor
o , the entropy loss

S is defined by the value of the critical angleD only and the
fraction of hydrogen bonded chains,X5NAB /NA , depends
strongly onD.

Kor characterizes the influence of flow on the associat
constantK, resulting from the change in probability to find
donor–acceptor pair at correct orientation for hydrog
bonding. As discussed above,Pseg

AB(u) is strongly dependen
on the flow rate and length of the polymers. As a result,Kor

and correspondingly the entropy loss for hydrogen bondi
S, varies with flow rate.Kor can be calculated numerically
but in order to find analytical expressions forKor in the limit
of weak and strong flow we will consider only the limit o
very smallD, where the influence of the orientational depe
dence on the association rate will be maximal, and the op
site limit when the characteristic angle is close top2d
(d!1) and hydrogen bonding is almost orientationa
independent.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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In the limit of weak flowaAB!1 @whereaAB for asso-
ciated chain is defined by Eq.~18!# and small D
(D,p/2), Kor can be estimated as

Kor.
D sinD

p S aAB

exp~aAB!21D 2H p

4
2

D

2
1

sin 2D

4

1
aAB

3
~11cosD!~12sin3 D!1O~aAB

2 !J
1

1

2 F12exp@2aAB~12cosD!#

12exp~2aAB! G2

. ~37!

In the limit aAB→0 andD→0, Kor→D2/4 in agreement
with the behavior ofKor

o @Eq. ~34!#. In the limit of large flow
ratesaAB@1, Kor tends to the following value

Kor.
D2

4
AaAB

p
expS 2

aAB

4
D2D

1
1

2 F12expS 2
aAB

2
D2D G2

. ~38!

It is worth while to note, however, that we can expe
our results to be valid mainly fora,1 @or Y,1/(3E)# since
the averaged potential approximation~i.e., the assumption o
similar stretching for all segments of the chains of the sa
length!, which was applied for the calculation of the orie
tation distribution function for chain segments, holds only
first order ina. The condition,a,1, is in fact less restrictive
thangt[b,1.

The dependence ofKor /Kor(0) on flow rate for a mix-
ture of polymers of the same lengthNA5NB550 is pre-
sented in Fig. 6 for different values of the critical angleD.
For D,p/2 the association rate constantKor increases with
an increase of flow rate. The increase becomes pronou
mainly when the parameteraAB exceeds 1, i.e., then th

FIG. 6. The association constant vs flow rate for hydrogen bonded mix
(NA5NB550). Kass is the association constant accounting for ext
stretching of the associated chain~compared with the two initial chains!.
Kor /Kor(0) is the association rate constant accounting for the orientati
dependence of hydrogen bonding, presented for different values of cr
angleD.
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associated chain becomes considerably stretched~however,
in this limit our model may fail, as we discussed above!. For
very large flow ratesKor /Kor(0) tends to a limiting value
depending onD. In fact Kor→1/2 in this limit (aAB@1,
D!1) since this is the probability to find two chains orient
in the opposite directions when all polymer chains ali
along the flow. If hydrogen bonding has a weak orientatio
dependence, i.e., the characteristic angle is close top2d,
then Kor(p2d).12Kor(d) with Kor(d) defined by Eqs.
~37! and ~38!. Kor(p2d) decreases with increasing flow
rate, however, the relative decrease is not large compare
1 @or compared to the value ofKor(p2d) in the absence of
flow#.

The association constantKass ~accounting for the de-
crease of the association due to extra stretching of a hy
gen bonded chain compared to the two initial homopolym
chains! is also presented in Fig. 6. A comparison between
behavior ofKor andKassshows thatKasssteeply decreases t
a very small value as the hydrogen bonded chain beco
elongated, whereasKor increases~for D,p/2) gradually
reaching relatively large values only at rather large flo
rates. As a result, the productKorKassbehaves practically the
same asKass. The physical reason for this effect is the fo
lowing. Kass accounts for the extra orientation of all se
ments of the hydrogen bonded chain, while the effect
improvement of chain orientation for hydrogen bonding, d
scribed byKor , is based only on the orientation of the tw
segments next to the donor and acceptor groups. HenceKor

becomes large only when these two segments bec
strongly oriented, however, all other segments of the ch
are also strongly oriented andKass is already very small. As
a result, the influence of the orientational effect (Kor) on the
total association rate turns out to be relatively small. T
productKassKor /Kor(0) is indistinguishable fromKasson the
scale of Fig. 6 even though at large flow rat
KassKor /Kor(0) may be 10 times as large asKasswhich, how-
ever, may become smaller thane210 for chains withNAB

>100. As discussed above,Kass decreases relatively
smoothly when the lengths of the homopolymers dif
strongly. However, if one of the homopolymer chains
short, then the orientation of the segments of this chain w
be relatively weak and the contribution ofKor to the total
association constantK will still be relatively small.

The relative fraction of associated chainsX ~with respect
to the initial number ofA-chains! is given by ~cf. Refs. 11
and 12!

X5
NAB

NA
5

1

2
$A2@A224XB#1/2%, ~39!

A[
NA

KF
111XB ,

where F is the volume fraction ofA-polymers andXB

[NB /NA5(1/F21)NA /NB is the relative fraction of
B-chains. The temperature dependence of the average
tion of hydrogen bonded chains,X, in a mixture with a domi-
nant fraction ofB-chains (NA5NB550, F50.2, D53p/4,
H52500 K) is presented in Fig. 7. Since the total associat
rate constantK decreases with increasing flow rate~in a simi-
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lar way asKass), the fraction of hydrogen bonded chains al
decreases. The decrease is most pronounced in the regi
intermediate temperatures where the fraction of associ
chains changes most rapidly with temperature. Besides
decrease ofX, the temperature dependenceX(T) becomes
less smooth, so that for large flow rates the fraction of
drogen bonded chains changes dramatically in a relativ
small temperature range. In the absence of flow such a st
change in the degree of association would strongly influe
the phase behavior: a transition would be observed fro
relatively stable state@corresponding to solid line ofX(T)
dependence# to a much less stable state with respect to b
macro and microphase separation with the possibility o
closed-loop two-phase region at elevated temperature.
phase diagram would be similar to that considered in Ref
However, in the presence of flow the analysis of phase
havior is a much more complicated task~cf. Refs. 27, 32–34,
36, 37!.

Associated polymers of different architecture. So far the
formation of ‘‘linear’’ associated chain molecules was co
sidered~Fig. 1!. The architecture of associated chains stud
experimentally is usually more complicated and frequen
involves the formation of comb-like structures.15 Below we
will consider the simplest case of associated T-polym
where the perpendicular orientation between main chain
side chain is the preferred orientation@Fig. 8~A!#. Such a
polymer is formed upon association of anA-polymer carry-
ing one donor~or acceptor! group somewhere near th
middle of the chain and aB-polymer with an acceptor~do-
nor! group at one of its chain ends. T-polymers may hav
larger tendency toward being entangled than ‘‘linear’’ po
mers. Therefore, in the following we will consider main
blends with a low fraction of long A-chains~and hence
T-chains! in order to avoid dealing with entanglement e
fects. It is worth while to note that the short B-chains can
considered as oligomeric diluents which promotes dis
tanglement. Being a reversible association, hydrogen bo

FIG. 7. Temperature dependence of the relative fraction of associated c
X for the polymer mixture (NA5NB550, H52500 K, F50.2, D53p/4)
at several flow rates.
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ing also hinders formation of strongly entangled structures
the stress associated with an entanglement can be relaxe
disruption of the hydrogen bond followed by its reformatio
when the chain becomes disentangled. Thus, we will c
sider the common situation whereNA@NB and F,0.5.
Then, it is natural to expect that upon association the to
radius of gyration for the associatedAB-chain remains prac-
tically the same as for theA-chain. This means that in fact n
extra-stretching takes place for the associated chain, c
pared to the two initial chains: the orientation of segments
both A- andB-blocks of the hydrogen bonded chain remai
practically the same as for the initial chains. Hence,Kass

.1 for the hydrogen bonded T-polymers. The equation
the association constant for this case

NAB

V
5KoKor

T ~NA2NAB!

V

~NB2NAB!v
V

~40!

can be obtained in a similar way as Eqs.~28! and ~31!, i.e.,
by minimization of the free energy Eq.~27!, assuming that

FAB~u,c,u8,c8!5H H

T
if Up22wU<D

0 if Up22wU.D

~41!

and taking into account that now the orientation distributi
function forA(B) segments of associatedAB-chain is similar
to that of nonassociated homopolymerA(B) chain and

Kor
T 5E E

up/22wu<D
Pseg

A ~u!Pseg
B ~u8!dVdV8. ~42!

The association constant accounting for the effect of o
entational dependence of hydrogen bondingKor

T can be esti-
mated in the limit of smallD and aB<aA,1 in a similar
way asKor @Eq. ~37!#

ins

FIG. 8. Schematic picture of associated T-polymers~A! and complex linear/
T-polymers~B!.
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Kor
T .

D sinD

p S aA

exp~aA!21D S aB

exp~aB!21D H 1

2
cos2 D

1
aA

3
~12sin3 D!2

aB

3
cos4 D1O~a2!J

1
1

2 F12exp@2aB~12cosD!#

12exp~2aB! G
3Fexp~aA sinD!21

12exp~2aA! Gexp~2aA!. ~43!

In the absence of flow, when the distribution of the cha
over space angles is isotropic,Kor

T is obviously defined by the
same Eq.~34! as for ‘‘linear’’ hydrogen bonded polymers
At relatively large flow ratesKor

T decreases as exp(2aA).
The association constantKor

T /Kor
T (0) for hydrogen

bonded T-polymers together withKass and Kor /Kor(0) for
linear hydrogen bonded chains formed in binary mixtures
homopolymers of the same composition (NA550, NB55,
D5p/4), with A-chains carrying a functional group either
the middle or at the end of the chain, are presented in Fig
As discussed above, the product ofKassKor /Kor(0) for ‘‘lin-
ear’’ AB-chains is indistinguishable fromKass for the scale
used. For T-polymersKass51 and the influence of the exte
nal ~flow! field is described entirely byKor

T . The association
rate constantKor

T decreases due to the decrease of the pr
ability to find a donor–acceptor pair for hydrogen bonding
a correct orientation. Indeed, at large flow rates bothA- and
B-chains tend to align along the same direction~flow direc-
tion!, which diminishes the probability to find a pair wit
perpendicular mutual orientation. A comparison betwe
KassKor /Kor(0) and Kor

T shows that the latter is larger an
decreases more smoothly. The reason is that the orientat
effect accounted for inKor

T is based only on the mutual or
entation of the two segments, whereas the behavior ofKass

depends on the orientation of all segments of the ch

FIG. 9. The association constants vs flow rate for the associating mixt
~NA550, NB55, D5p/4) with different architecture of associated chain
Kass,Kor /Kor(0) are the association constants for the mixture with ‘‘linea
associated chains~Fig. 1!. Kor

T /Kor
T (0) is the association constant for th

mixture with T-chains@Fig. 8~A!#.
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Hence, the fraction of associated chains in the presenc
flow will be larger for the mixture with T-polymers.

Finally, let us consider a mixture ofA- and
B-homopolymers where both hydrogen bonded ‘‘linear’’ a
T-polymers can be formed. As before, theB-polymers have
only one acceptor~donor! group at one of their ends
whereas theA-polymers carry two donor~acceptor! groups,
one at the end~for formation of ‘‘linear’’ associated chains!
and another somewhere near the middle~for formation of
associated T-polymer!. Of course, it is possible that bot
donor groups of theA-chain react, in which case a comple
linear/T-polymer will be formed@Fig. 8~B!#. Similar to the
analysis given above, from minimization of the free ener
of the mixture the following equations for the associati
rates can be obtained@cf. Eqs.~31! and ~40!#:

NAB
L

V
5KoKassKor

~NA2NAB
L 2NAB

T 2NAB* !

V

3
~NB2NAB

L 2NAB
T 22NAB* !v

V
, ~44!

NAB
T

V
5KoKor

T
~NA2NAB

L 2NAB
T 2NAB* !

V

3
~NB2NAB

L 2NAB
T 22NAB* !v

V
, ~45!

NAB*

V
5Ko

2KassKorKor
T

~NA2NAB
L 2NAB

T 2NAB* !v2

V

3S ~NB2NAB
L 2NAB

T 22NAB* !

V D 2

, ~46!

whereNAB
L , NAB

T , and NAB* are the numbers of hydroge
bonded ‘‘linear,’’ T-polymers, and complex linear/T
associated polymers, respectively.

It follows from Eqs.~44!–~46! that the fraction of ‘‘lin-
ear’’ polymers, XL5NAB

L /NA , is related to that of
T-polymers,XT5NAB

T /NA , via

XL5
KassKor

Kor
T XT. ~47!

The fraction of each type of associated polymers and
total fraction of associated chainsX5(NAB

L 1NAB
T

1NAB* )/NA5(XL1XT1X* ) can be obtained by numeri
cally solving the set of Eqs.~44!–~46!. The dependence o
the fractions of different types of hydrogen bonded chains
flow rate is presented in Fig. 10. In the absence of flow
fractions of ‘‘linear’’ and T-polymers are of course equa
and they are smaller than the fraction of complex linear
polymers under the conditions chosen. We consider the c
of relatively weak association (H52000 K, D5p/4) and
strongly asymmetric composition (NA550, NB55, F
50.2): the number of acceptor groups onA-chains is related
to the number of donor groups~B-chains! as 1:20. With in-
creasing flow rate associated ‘‘linear’’ and complex linear/
polymers start to experience extra stretching~compared to
the two homopolymer chains! and tend to dissociate, reliev
ing B-polymers. As a result the fraction of ‘‘linear’’ poly-

es
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mersXL steeply decreases even though the orientation of
chains along the flow promotes hydrogen bonding, as
cussed above. The fraction of complex linear/T-polym
also decreases quickly giving rise to T-polymers. F
T-polymers the situation is different: there is no ex
stretching of the hydrogen bonded chain and at weak fl
rates the segment distribution is only slightly anisotropic,
that the probability to find main and side chains at nea
perpendicular orientation is still high. Moreover, the diss
ciation of complex linear/T-polymers increases the num
of T-polymers as well as the number of freeB-polymers
~which also increases due to dissociation of the ‘‘linea
polymers!. The relievedB-polymers can participate in th
formation of T-polymers, which increases the fraction
T-polymers. Very quickly the fraction of T-polymers be
comes dominant, while the fraction of complex linear/
polymers and especially ‘‘linear’’ polymers becomes prac
cally negligible. The total fraction of associated chai
decreases only slightly confirming that at least half of
A-chains relieved by dissociation of ‘‘linear’’ polymers pa
ticipates in the formation of T-polymers. At large flow rate
when all polymer chains tend to align along the flow dire
tion, the penalty for nearly perpendicular orientation of se
ments next to donor and acceptor groups of hydrogen bon
T-polymers increases strongly, so that then the fraction
T-polymers,XT , decreases together with the total fraction
associated chains,X.

There is a lack of experimental data concerning the
havior of hydrogen bonded blends under~elongational! flow,
partially because of the general difficulty in counting t
number of hydrogen bonds even for systems at equilibriu
Therefore we are not able to make a direct quantitative c
parison of the predictions of our model with experimen
data. However, we would like to draw attention to the rec
experimental observations of unusual rheological behavio
two hydrogen bond involving polymer systems,68,69 which

FIG. 10. Average fraction of associated ‘‘linear’’ polymers,XL,
T-polymers,XT, complex linear/T-polymers,X* and the total fraction of
hydrogen bonded polymers,X, for the polymer mixture (NA550, NB55,
H52000 K, T5400 K, D5p/4, F50.2) vs flow rate.
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seems to be consistent with the predictions of our model
the article,68 1H nuclear magnetic resonance~NMR! spec-
troscopy experiments demonstrate a shear-dependent
intensity for the glutamine amidic protons of wheat flo
protein, ~Amazonia! gluten, hydrated to 50% H2O. The in-
crease of the peak intensity under shear indicates the incr
of mobility of the corresponding groups, which may be
result of hydrogen bonds disruption under shear.68 After
shear cessation the intensity of the peak diminishes to
original level. Similarly, the intensity changes in the NH2

regions detected for the same polymer system subjecte
extension are also consistent with the breaking and refor
tion of hydrogen bonds.68

The other polymer system is a semidilute solution
polyacrylamide~PAA! in water, also studied by~rheo-!NMR
1H spectroscopy, which reveals an unusually slow relaxat
after shear cessation.68,69 Two relaxations processes, a
signed to the restoration of shear-deformed reptation tu
~quick process! and hydrogen bonds reformation~slow pro-
cess! have been distinguished. Thus, the origin of the sl
relaxation can be in the formation of hydrogen bonds~dis-
rupted by the shear! between neighboring amide groups.
addition, shear banding is observed in~relatively polydis-
perse! PAA solutions,68,69which is a characteristic feature o
highly monodisperse systems~such as amphiphilic wormlike
micelle solutions16,20!. Shear banding can be associated w
the breaking of a considerable fraction of hydrogen bond
a high shear band, while in the slow shear band the frac
of hydrogen bonds is still large. This exactly matches
prediction of our model for elongational flow, that is, th
fraction of hydrogen bonds under strong flow is mu
smaller than under the slow flow. Despite the fact that o
model is expected to work properly only for elongation
flow, the general trend of a decrease in the fraction of hyd
gen bonds under increasing flow rate must hold for the sh
flow as well, which will also elongate associated cha
stimulating hydrogen bonds disruption.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The association behavior of binary polymer blends w
analyzed in the presence of an external elongational~flow!
field. We were mainly interested in studying the steady st
properties of one-functionalized polymers~below the en-
tanglement limit! capable of forming single reversible orien
tationally dependent bonds~e.g., hydrogen bonds!. The in-
fluence of flow was accounted for by considering~in the
framework of a mean-field approach! the corresponding ex
ternal potential acting on the polymer system. The effect
free-energy approach has a limited applicability. It is va
only for polymer blends with relatively low fraction of long
~associated or original! chains exposed to potential flow
with gt[b,1. The orientation distribution function for th
dumbbell model of a polymer chain obtained by applyi
this approach reproduced the earlier result of Peterlin
tained by solving the diffusion equation. To obtain the o
entation distribution function for the freely jointed model w
generalized the approach assuming homogeneous exte
of chains under flow and considering a mean potential ac
on all segments of chains of equal length. It was shown t
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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4825J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 113, No. 11, 15 September 2000 Association under elongational flow
for a longer polymer chain or a stronger flow field the se
ment orientation along the flow direction increases.

The association constantK is strongly dependent on th
flow rate through the product of two constantsKassandKor .
Kass describes the difference in stretching of the associa
chain and the two initial homopolymer chains. Since long
chains are stronger stretched~and hence their segments mo
oriented!, association into ‘‘linear’’ chains leads to a consi
erable additional entropy loss for associated polymers. A
result, the association constantKass rapidly decreases with
increasing flow rate. The constant,Kor , describes the effec
on association of the improvement of chain~segments! ori-
entation. Since flow tends to orient the segments~chains!
along the same direction, the probability to find a dono
acceptor pair at correct orientation for formation of ‘‘linear
diblock copolymer-like chains increases and henceKor .
However, Kor becomes appreciable only at relatively hig
flow rates, whereKass is already rather small. Hence, a d
crease of the association rate is predicted for ‘‘linear’’ as
ciated polymers.

Next, the influence of chain architecture on the asso
tion constant under elongational flow field was consider
For mixtures of polymers of different length (NB!NA) ca-
pable of forming T-chains the association does not lead
extra stretching of the polymer chain (Kass.1). Hence, the
association constantK decreases purely due to the orien
tional effect (Kor

T ), i.e., due to a decrease of the probability
find segments of the main chain and side chain at perp
dicular orientation. The decrease in the association cons
K for T-polymers is not as strong as that for ‘‘linear’’ poly
mers because there is no ‘‘extra-stretching’’ effect
T-polymers. As a result, in a mixture where both ‘‘linear
and T-polymers as well as complex linear/T-polymers can
formed, the relative fraction of T-polymers increases rapi
with increasing flow rate whereas the fraction of ‘‘linear
and complex linear/T-polymers strongly decreases. V
quickly the total fraction of associated chains is defined
tirely by the fraction of T-polymers. At large flow rates th
loss of orientational entropy becomes very large a
T-polymers also dissociate into homopolymers.

Our prediction about the decrease of the fraction of
drogen bonds~and associated chains! with increasing flow
rate seems to be consistent with the recent experime
observations.68,69The unusual phenomena observed for po
mer systems for which hydrogen bonding is involved a
likely to be the result of hydrogen bonds rupture under fl
and their reformation after flow cessation.68,69
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